Shopping Around
MICHAELT, RYAN

American consumers are reported to constitute the world's largest body of
mail-order shoppers.' In no other society it is said, are people so taken with the
convenience of shopping at home as they are in this country. The mails regularly
bring stacks of solicited and unsolicited catalogues offering everything from
socket wrenches and calculators to doggie nests and firewood. And what the catalogues overlook, the avid consumer can probably find on one or another of the
cable television shopping networks.
A glance at Pollard and Ehrman reminds us of the intimate link between the
invention of printing and the proliferation of catalogue selling.' Shopping at a
distance, it seems, was born with the book trade. This will hardly be news to the
special collections librarian who regularly buys books and manuscripts. The antiquarian book trade itself was long ago transformed by improved mail service
which made catalogue shopping attractive for buyer and seller. In the twentieth
century, one need not live in Berlin, Munich, Florence, Paris, London, or New
York to build formidable collections: catalogues have made it possible for bibliophiles to accumulate books wherever there is reliable postal service. For American collectors-private and institutional-this has been a special boon since it
has facilitated the wholesale importation of historical culture from Europe.
Most librarians regularly receive mounds of catalogues, lists, quotes, and announcements from American and European dealers. On some days the piles
seem to confirm theories of spontaneous generation. The world of books-old
and new-comes to us; we don't need to be stirred from our offices. Occasion-
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ally, we even receive a videotape of an expensive collection offered en bloc, although it is not clear that the trade will ever have much of a future on cable or
late-night television .
While this development has been welcome to librarians, it has also reshaped
the very character of the antiquarian book trade. The gradual disappearance of
the street-level, urban bookstore-the "open shop"-has been encouraged by
high rents, but the trend also reflects the ease of doing business by mail . A place
of camaraderie and easy conversation, the open shop was, along with the local
book club, a pillar of bibliophilic society. However, as catalogue selling came to
constitute the bulk of a firm's business, the raison d'etre of the open shop was
lost . The trade retreated to catalogues and quotes, and booksellers stayed home;
open shops increasingly became a luxury, entailing expensive overhead.
Once in place, the habits and rhythms of doing business at a distance proved to
be enduring. Freed from the obligations of the open shop, the bookseller could
devote more time to other pursuits-such as replenishing stock. And as special collections librarians made the transition from "bookmen" to managers, doing business from one's home seemed as natural as writing another memo. Catalogue selling fostered an easy anonymity in which buyer and seller frequently never met.
Visiting antiquarian bookshops wherever they may be-around the comer or in
another country-has quietly disappeared from the routines of librarianship,
while the trade itself has become more decentralized and fragmented, open to
most with some capital, some knowledge, and a mailing address.
Shopping by mail is not only convenient and efficient; it is often quite adequate. Not all booksellers welcome frequent visitors, and not all stocks are
equally interesting. Some booksellers' stocks seem to change only over geological
time; one visit per career may be enough even for the most inquisitive librarian.
There are still others whose stock is quite small and turns over rapidly through
quotes and catalogues; buying by phone or mail is probably the best way to do
business with them. But aside from the extreme cases, there are many booksellers
here and abroad worth visiting and visiting regularly. If your institution has any
sort of program for acquiring antiquarian books and manuscripts, there is a good
case to be made for supplementing your diet of catalogues with an occasional
buying trip .
The reasons for making buying trips are several and familiar but no less compelling, as the following list of some of the more obvious ones suggests:
1. To see what is not in the catalogues. Like library exhibits, booksellers' catalogues are usually highly selective and assembled from a certain perspective or for a
certain purpose. They are not the whole story and, again like library exhibits, may
not even pretend to point to the stock as a whole. Catalogues are cobbled together of
items a bookseller thinks will move; they are market-driven, market-oriented. It is
often the case that catalogues reflect mainly recent purchases: that is, material in
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which the bookseller has recently invested a certain sum of money which he will
need to recoup fairly soon. Catalogues issued by some of the larger and better capitalized firms tend to be redolent of high spots and high-ticket items, reflecting that
segment of the market they are aimingto capture or at least cultivate. In these and in
other cases, however, there are often reservoirs of material in stock which, for one
reason or another, have not or will not make it into catalogues-and these may include exactly the type of material for which you are looking. Sometimes this material will be too "humble" for catalogues or simply inappropriate for the particular
piece of the trade which constitutes the bookseller's specialty: for example, a large
estate purchase was made once upon a time from which there is a certain
undigested-even indigestible-residue. Some of the best-known firms, those
whose business encompasses the carriage trade, have some of the most interesting
effluvia. The larger the stock, the more opportunities for discoveries.
There is another general category of material that often does not make it into
catalogues, namely that acquired for the purpose of quoting to a specific institution or collector. Many dealers do an extensive business through quotations, and
it can be a revelation to see what actually circulates this way. Although dealers
will often have strong institutional loyalties and a keen sense of who should have
first refusal rights, it is not usually difficult to have the item quoted to you if it is
not sold on the first offering.
Finally, certain booksellers with large or important stocks issue catalogues infrequently, and some not at all. For these, regular visits can repay handsomely.
2. To inspect first-hand what cannot really be evaluated from a description in
a catalogue. Where the artifactual condition of an item is crucial to the selection
decision, there is no substitute for the direct evidence of the object: seeing is believing. Librarians building collections in the history of the book, the arts of the
book, and modern literature may find it difficult to buy more than reference
works from catalogues; for them the important consideration is less the text than
the condition of the physical object, that is the material context of the text. This
is not to impugn the accuracy of or intentions behind catalogue descriptions:
most dealers are conscientious about describing their books and know that an
improperly described book will usually only create headaches in the future.
However, no description can really represent a book the way in which direct
experience can, and to that extent intelligent collection development decisions
will always be facilitated by seeing items before adding them to the collections.
Dealers are usually sympathetic here and can be persuaded to put away material
for an institution pending a librarian's visit, as long as the relationship has some
regularity to it and the dealer knows the institution's needs and wants. Curators
of binding and of printing collections as well as those developing holdings of contemporary artists' books seem to find such an approach a valuable component of
their overall collecting programs.
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Manuscripts and manuscript collections fall into a similar category: that is,
the catalogue description may be helpful but not convincing. Although most decisions to acquire manuscripts are made on the basis of substantial research, that
research usually requires access to the material itself. Moreover, the complex
and heterogeneous nature of manuscript collections makes their inspection a
must before deciding or declining to acquire. Some dealers will have in their
stocks miscellaneous manuscript items-commonplace books, notebooks, ledgers, lecture notes, etc.-that may never appear in catalogues but which may
catch the eye or spark the imagination of a librarian. Researching this material
can be expensive and time-consuming for a dealer who may, in turn, be quite
happy to make an easy sale at a modest price.
3. To see collections in formation. Many dealers have one or more collections
they are developing-for themselves, for an institution, for a specific market, or
simply on the hunch of a future sale. Sometimes these represent a dealer's IRA or
pension fund and may not become available for another generation, but just
knowing about them can be important for institutions. Cultivating dealers with
important material can, over time, be as important as cultivating donors. Indeed, finding a collection early may allow a library time to develop a donor for
it. The urge to build collections for large en bloc sales seems especially strong
today as dealers seek to establish their niches in newer markets in Japan and elsewhere. Sometimes these.collections are of limited interest to American academic
libraries since they will largely duplicate existing holdings, but it is always good
to know what is out there and available. Private collections which dealers have
on consignment may never be advertised widely, and if one does not have a close
relationship with the dealer in the first place, the collections will remain invisible until they are accidentally "discovered" in a shop. It is usually good to ask if
the dealer has any collections available, since posing the question itself can lead .
to other discoveries.
4. To meet dealers and develop a better understanding of the trade and to
allow the trade to develop a better understanding of your library and its needs.
In many libraries this falls into the category of "professional development" and
thus may not be near the top of the list of fundable objectives. Yet it is surely to
any institution's advantage to have on the staff people with direct knowledge of
and exposure to the markets which constitute the sources of their collections.
Like any business or profession, the book trade works in ways both obvious and
obscure. Visiting dealers in order to get to know them and allow them to gain a
clearer picture of you and your institution's needs is an effective way of developing a richer understanding of the modus operandi of the trade. It is also a way of
better locating your library in the bibliographical food chain. Dealers often remark on what a difference-for better or worse-it makes to be able to associate
a person with an institution. The more the trade knows about a library and its
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collections, the more apt the library is to get the books it wants. Moreover, for
the library with an appetite for British or Continental materials, visiting European booksellers will provide a better view of where the books and manuscripts
come from and how they are distributed within the trade. This knowledge may,
in time, open doors that otherwise would never have been found, let alone
opened. Meeting dealers and developing a fuller understanding of the trade,
therefore, is more than "professional development"; there will be practical payoffs as well. It is really another aspect of "institutional development."
5. To meet and see colleagues elsewhere. A useful side benefit of buying trips
in the United States and abroad is the opportunity to visit other rare book and
manuscript collections and see what life is like outside the village. These visits
can be highly structured and purposeful if one is seeking comparative data for
some project at home-a new building, a conservation program, computer applications, exhibition installations, collection surveys-or they can be simply
professional, part of the fabric of interinstitutional ties and relationships. Creating a network of relationships can often be quite useful in facilitating the work of
graduate students and faculty doing research in other libraries, especially when
those contacts are in British or Continental repositories. Being able to refer a
graduate student to a contact in a foreign library-particularly the large nationallibraries-can go a long ways toward establishing a more receptive climate of research in an unfamiliar place.
Doubtless there are other good reasons for making buying trips, but the proof
is in the pudding. To the question which I, as an administrator, must ask of myself and of the curators for whom I am responsible-"Are these trips worth
it?"-I can answer: indeed. My empirical sense of things is that there is some
relationship between the nature and quality of a library collection and the frequency of buying trips. That is to say, it is probably more than coincidence that
those curators and librarians who develop and manage collections of recognized
distinction also make regular buying trips at home and abroad. The examples
that form the basis for this subjective judgment include large institutions and
smaller, more specialized collections as well. For these repOSitories, buying trips
are neither exotic nor extraordinary but part of the larger program of collectionbuilding. They exist in a broader context of library activities and represent one
avenue among many traveled in the course of responsible collection stewardship.
In making a case for the value and utility of buying trips, I am not arguing for
their equal place in every institution or librarian's agenda. Buying trips will always be more or less necessary for particular collection-building programs, depending on the nature of the institution, its mission, and the character of its collections. Libraries which are not-by policy or budget-active in the
marketplace or those which choose to limit their business to a few dealers proba-
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bly have limited needs for buying trips. Similarly, some special collections depend heavily for their growth on gifts of books and manuscripts, and for them
lunches in the faculty club and visits to donors probably make as much sense as
buying trips. The nature of one's collection development policy should determine the place and usefulness of buying trips to a library. A highly specialized,
tightly focused policy may argue for a more restricted role than a broad, multidisciplinary one. Some repOSitories see their work in terms of a methodical brickby-brick filling-in; for them, the mails or the phone may be as effective as visits
in meeting their needs. Librarians who prefer to work from specific want-lists
will probably not find buying trips as valuable as those whose desiderata are
conceived in terms of general categories; for the former , identifying a stable of
book scouts will probably be a better approach to filling collection holes. In general, my experience has been that the more open one is to a variety of material,
the more useful the trip; if you can compress your collection's needs into a single
list you are probably just as well off working with a handful of dealers in whatever way is most comfortable.
However limited a place, though, buying trips should figure somewhere on
the agenda of every special collection librarian. To the extent that we are "specialists," one of the areas of specialization must certainly be the antiquarian
book trade. Even if collection development policies are restricted and library
materials budgets more so, the particular responsibility to know, understand,
and follow the market for books and manuscripts remains. The market can be a
changing and serendipitous source of information about an institution's own collections, their value, provenance, and interrelationships. In addition to reading
dealers' catalogues, trade journals, and collectors' quarterlies regularly, therefore, an occasional buying trip may be desirable, even necessary.
Some library administrators cringe at the very mention of "buying trips."
They conjure up scenarios of self-indulgent junkets, while the dedicated workers
toil selflessly back home in their trenches. Moreover, buying trips have budgetary consequences: funding travel and per diem costs, paying for the selection
decisions of the librarian. These are real issues, and there are no prescriptions for
dealing uniformly with them. Where money is not the principal impediment, a
thoughtful and detailed itinerary planned out in advance should alleviate concern about the length of the librarian's leash. The travel budgets of most institutions are overcommitted in the first place without the additional burden of supporting bibliographical forays. Yet, sometimes one trip can serve a variety of
purposes: attendance at professional meetings can be linked with visits to selected dealers in the area; visits to donors or cost-sharing or consultants' trips can
also help support buying trips. Although some find the suggestion heretical, the
book budget itself can be used to fund such trips as part of the routine costs of
acquiring material-as basic as the insurance, postage, and handling charges for
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which most budgets are already dunned. Indeed. when one considers that the
price paid to an antiquarian bookseller for an item includes the expenses-direct
and indirect-which he incurred in procuring it in the first place. it should not
be impossible to justify supporting buying trips from the book budget. Indeed,
requiring librarians to use their own book funds, in whole or in part, to underwrite travel and living costs is one way of enforcing a certain sobriety ahout such
trips. Finally, there is the issue of "precedent." Institutions with no history or
tradition of buying trips may be reluctant to establish precedents which might
be difficult to manage: if one selector is approved Jor a buying trip, what of the
other twenty or so? The imaginary queue grows: how can it be contained, controlled, limited? Ideally, collection policy statements should provide the guidance necessary for reviewing requests and making decisions. Not all subjects and
areas have equal needs or claims in this respect, and it should not be difficult to
establish priorities based on the nature of the particular program and the acquisition characteristics of the material peculiar to it. All of which is to say that thethought of managing such a program may be more intimidating than the reality.
In fact, considered over all, buying trips usually occupy an insignificant expenditure in even the most active collection-building efforts. Few selectors have regular need to make them and for those that do, schedules can be set up and agreed
to beforehand.
For those librarians who are contemplating a buying trip, there are some
practical considerations to keep in mind before leaving. The purpose and objectives of the trip should be thought through and articulated well in advance; this
may even be required by the library administration as a 'prerequisite for approval and funding. Whether one prepares specific desiderata lists or has in view
general categories of material, it is important to have a firm notion of what you
are looking for and what you hope to find .
Collection development objectives, in tum, will guide you in the choice of
dealers to visit. In thinking about dealers to see, a mix of the familiar and the
unfamiliar is probably not a bad combination. If it is importantto see those dealers with whom you do business regularly, it is also important to see new stock
and meet new faces. In and around the major urban centers of Europe, this is
relatively easy, and with a minimum of effort the provinces can be included as
well. Consult the trade wherever you go and whatever you do. Dealers are usually the best sources of information about the trade and can often refer you to
colleagues with stock relevant to your needs. In addition, the Antiquarian Booksellers' Association and other organizations publish guides and directories of antiquarian bookdealers, and there are several useful commercial publications as
well. A selected list of these directories is appended to this article.
It is usually a good idea to write dealers in advance to let them know you are
coming and to give them some sense of when they might expect you. The current
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mania for book fairs means that dealers are often in transit or at their booths
rather than at home or in the shop, so it is wise to write ahead. Once you arrive, it
is usually a good idea to call in advance and make an appointment, even if you
are seeing a large firm with an open shop. The trade appreciates knowing who
its customers or potential customers are, and it may be difficult even to browse
stock without some advance notification.
While there may be certain items or categories of material which a librarian
can buy on the spot, most of what is seen will usually need to be quoted so that
holdings can be checked and other routine procedures followed. Many booksellers are happy to quote material, though it is a good idea to check on this before
surveying the shelves-you may have to make your own listsl Dealers quote in
expectation that something will be purchased eventually, which is why knowing
your collections-at least in some general way-is necessary before setting out.
Moreover, the trade appreciates a reasonable turnaround time in responding to
quotes, so it is important to manage your in-box appropriately.
Planning for a buying trip should also include making the necessary arrangements on the home front. If you expect your trip to generate a volume of workfor
library colleagues that is in any way out of the ordinary, it is best to discuss this in
advance with all concerned. Coping with a sudden avalanche of quotes may be
easier if staff are alerted as to what they should expect. The same will be true for
orders, receipts, and processing invoices for payment. Buying trips can quickly
upset the normal rhythms of technical processing work, and staff will need some
preparation if they are to contribute to the overall effectiveness of the trip . It is a
good idea to share with staff whatever planning memo or trip request you have
prepared for yourself or for the library administration. This will make everyone
concerned feel more like a part of the effort-which needs to happen if relations
with the trade-and library staff-are to be maintained.
A common and understandable lament that the American librarian will encounter in Europe, especially in these days of the feeble dollar, concerns payment of invoices in dollars when the billing is in some other currency. Smaller
dealers who operate on slim margins would just as soon trade in their own currency rather than risk losing money with dollars. There is the added nuisance of
bank surcharges on currency conversions, all of which can make some dealers
think twice before dealing with American institutions. Therefore, it is best to be
clear about invoice payments with dealers. It is generally no problem for libraries to pay in sterling, francs, gilders, or whatever, but it often takes quite a
bit longer to do so, and dealers should be so advised if this is the case.
No matter how they may seem to one's colleagues in the library, conscientiously planned buying trips are hard work. Juggling schedules, taking care of
logistics, and confronting rows of book spines on a daily basis are not recreations
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for the idle or the merely curious. If you need Garrison Keillor's powder-milk
biscuits to get through a normal day in the office or an ALA conference, you
probably should not plan a buying trip of any magnitude or duration.
The institutional benefits that accrue from buying trips fall into two general
categories. In the short term, they may fill collection holes and provide access to
desired material: a buying trip carefully coordinated with faculty research or
graduate programs can result in acquisitions with an immediate resonance.
However, if done programmatically over a period of time, buying trips can raise
the profile of an institution in the marketplace and locate it more prominently in
the routine of quotes and offers. If the trade knows that an institution is serious
about one or several areas, material may come its way. What goes on behind the
catalogues might, in some selective fashion, go through the library instead.
Of equal importance is the development within the library of an expertise in
the trade which is as important as the expertise of a conservator, a cataloguer, or
a systems analyst . If the acquisition of retrospective or antiquarian material is
important to a library's collection development program, it is equally important
that the people charged with that responsibility have opportunities to observe
the market directly and develop some notion of where the material they are interested in comes from and how it gets to the library. Developing staff expertise
in the antiquarian book trade can be valuable for many institutions, not only
those eager to acquire material but those concerned with judging the quality and
relative value of what becomes available. Such expertise is an investment in the
future, and one well worth making.
NOTES
I . I would like to thank my colleagues Roger Stoddard of the Houghton Library and Tom
Verich of the University of Mississippi for reading and commenting on this paper.
2. Graham Pollard and Albert Ehrman, The Distribution oj Books by Catalogue from the
Invention oj Printing to A.D. 1800 (Cambridge, England: The Roxburghe Club, 1965).

APPENDIX
Selected List oj Guides and Directories
to the Antiquarian Book Trade in Europe
Since many if not most of the following are updated periodically, I have not
included the current edition status in the entry. In any event, the following
should prove useful for starters.
Adressbucher de Antiquare und Antiquitlitenhllndler. Marburg: Hayser.
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Adresboek antiquaren . Groningen: Stabo.
Basane, Denis. Guide des librairies d'ancien et d 'occasion. Paris: Hubschmid &
Bouret.
Cole's Register oj British Antiquarian & Secondhand Bookdealers. Peoria, Ill.:
Spoon River .
Cristiano, Flavia. L 'antiquariato librario in Italia. Rome: Gela.
Driff's Guide to All the Secondhand & Antiquarian Bookshops in the U.K. London: Driffjeld.
European Bookdealers: A Directory oj Dealers in Secondhand and Antiquarian
Books on the Continent oj Europe . London: Sheppard .
. Faliek, Claude. Guide des librairies specialisees de Paris. Paris: Editions de la
Butte.
International Directory oj Antiquarian Booksellers. Copenhagen: ILAB.
Messina, Claudio M. Guida ragionata aUe librerie antiquarie et d'occasione
d'Italia. Rome: Vascello.
Sheppard's Bookdealers in The British Isles. London: Europa.
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